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In translation, the translator negotiates with their source text, and with the sensual dimensions of the source language, in a manner that is comparable to this interpretation of colour vision. Julia Kristeva argues that Mallarmé's work exemplifies écriture féminine because it draws the reader into a state anterior to language, which she compares to the pre-linguistic communion between mother and infant. lions./Besides, I want nothing human'. 5 Her nurse likens this choice to death, and the seraphic, smiling blue also seems to foretell this fate. Hérodiade asks her to shutter the windows against this threatening azure expanse.
In Biblical accounts, Hérodiade is better known as Salome, the girl who dances before King Herod. Charmed, Herod promises her a gift of anything she desires, and Salome, on the vengeful instruction of her mother, demands the head of John the Baptist, who is duly executed, and his head brought in on a platter. Salome's story is therefore one of anxiety about erotic power (Salome's dance) leading to emasculation In some ways, colour is one of the least malleable elements of translation, because colour can remain visible through many versions, unlike other aspects of rhyme and form. Sappho has gone through multiple transformations, but her rosy-fingered dawn stays, like a fingerprint, marking the song or poem as hers.
However, Mallarmé's work is especially apt to treat every element, including colour, as a metaphysical substance that is malleable in the poet's -and thus also in the translator's -hands. He is repeatedly preoccupied with the work of art as an unnatural conception, and uses colour to convey its birth. In 'Don du poème' ('Gift of the Poem', 1865), the poem's gift bursts through stained glass as 'the child of an Idumaean night!'. 16 Manson notes that 'The kings of Idumea (the biblical Edom), according to the Kabbala, were sexless beings who reproduced without women.' In 'The Laugh of the Medusa' (1975-6), Cixous argues that 'feminine', embodied writing is suppressed within 'masculine' value systems, which aim to escape or transcend the body. For Cixous, 'feminine' writing translates an embodiment that the 'masculine' ignores or is simply oblivious to:
burst -burst with forms much more beautiful than those which are put up in frames and sold for a stinking fortune. And I, too, said nothing, showed nothing; I didn't open my mouth, I didn't repaint my half of the world. 23 Cixous describes the voice as a luminous paint, and argues that women should write in white ink. Of course, white ink on a white page would be invisible, and theorists of écriture féminine approach what may seem an impossible and contradictory task, by representing in writing that which is supposedly opposed to language altogether.
Cixous knew that her theory of écriture féminine was necessarily incoherent: 'It is impossible to define a feminine practice of writing, […] for this practice can never be theorized, enclosed, coded -which doesn't mean that it doesn't exist.' 24 Monique
Wittig has argued against Cixous, suggesting that, in fact, the feminine doesn't exist, critiquing the whole notion of 'feminine writing' and indeed womanhood itself ('the making of women is like the making of eunuchs, the breeding of slaves, of animals'). 25 For Wittig, the 'feminine' is by default an oppressive category, used to deny 'universal' humanity:
That there is no "feminine writing" must be said at the outset, and one makes a mistake in using and giving currency to this expression. […] "Feminine writing" is the naturalizing metaphor of the brutal political fact of the domination of women, and as such it enlarges the apparatus under which "femininity" presents itself: that is, Difference, Specificity, Female Body/Nature […] the words "writing" and "feminine" are combined in order to designate a sort of biological production peculiar to "Woman," a secretion natural to "Woman." In Audre Lorde's 'Uses of the Erotic: the Erotic as Power' (1978), she colours a less violent, more soothing, erotic sensation in the following way:
During World War Two, we bought sealed plastic packets of white, uncoloured margarine, with a tiny, intense pellet of yellow colouring perched like a topa just inside the clear skin of the bag. We would leave the margarine out for a while to soften, and then we would pinch the little pellet to break it inside the bag, releasing the rich yellowness into the soft pale mass of margarine. Then taking it carefully between our fingers, we would knead it gently back and forth, over and over, until the colour had spread throughout the whole pound bag of margarine, thoroughly colouring it. I find the erotic such a kernel within myself. 33 Pipilotti Rist, a video artist, states that she allows ' colour noise' into her films for similar sensory reasons. In her short film Ever Is Over All (1997), a woman walks cheerfully down a city street, wearing a pale blue dress and red shoes, breaking car windows with an enormous red flower. 34 Rist states that she deliberately gave the video a soft-edged, painterly quality, allowing ' colour noise' to create a fuzzy ' coreille' that diffuses ' out of the form', much as the red flower breaks through the brittle pane of glass. Noting that critics often call her work ' colourful', Rist compares her filmmaking to painting on glass, and states:
I am not more colourful than life is. We are just already used to images that have less colour [in them…] because we are so fearful that the white skin will look tinted. So if Africa would have developed celluloid or video it would look different […] in our society the written word, the line, has much more value than formless colour. 35 Colour might not be completely 'formless', but it does tend to work against binary 'black and white' and linear thinking. Referencing David Batchelor's Chromophobia, Rist notes that colour is often suspect within 'better educated', intellectual, artistic circles, because colour is seductive, attracts attention, and is often used in advertising. David Batchelor writes:
this purging of colour is usually accomplished in one of two ways. In the first, colour is made out to be the property of some 'foreign' body -usually the feminine, the oriental, the primitive, the infantile, the vulgar, the queer The colors, […] offer a certain vibrancy to the visions, coating them with an additional texture and seemingly making the phantasmic floating sights more focused, hence more "materialized," especially at the earlier moments when the colors are first introduced to the pond one by one. 38 Cheng connects this pouring of colours to the interpretation of an image:
the image seized for view, however deliberately designed, exists in a state of indifference, whereas the viewer is most likely already overdetermined by his/her interpretive desire. Perhaps the best we can do is to bypass the conundrum by pursuing the liberating potential of that discrepancy, recognizing the being of an image as light/intangible and the core of desire as heavy/matter-producing. We allow the heavy to impinge on the light, not to deaden the light, but to turn it into a certain illuminating matter.
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Looking is not -quite -the same as reading, but these theories of colour re-enact écriture féminine in a visual context, and this 'heavy/matter producing' quality is pertinent to our activities in literary interpretation. The translator works with their source text, bringing their desires and preferences to it, so that each translation is ' coloured' by its translator, as well as by its source.
I will now return to the most central colour in Mallarmé's work, Azur (azure), and its treatment within Peter Manson's translations. Azure derives from lapis lazuli, a precious metamorphic rock that was used in the Renaissance as a powdered ultramarine dye. Ultramarine was the most expensive colour, used to paint angels and the Madonna; Victoria Finlay notes that the stone in its raw state contains 'specks of iron pyrite -fool's gold -and it makes the best stones look like the firmament'. 40 The mystery and holiness attached to lapis lazuli and to ultramarine pigment derived in part from its distant origin, in a set of Afghanistan mines ' collectively called Sar-esang, the Place of the Stone':
part of the mystery of lapis was that although for millennia it travelled to Europe and Egypt it was always known to come from a mythical land so far away that no European or Egyptian had actually been there. 
